
Agenda: Pandemic Advisory Group (PAG) Meeting 10/18/2021(approved)

Attending: Pr. Katie Chullino, Matt James, Jenny Kelley, Carolyn Buck-Gengler, Dave Hooley.
Not present: Laura Davis, Fr. Teri Harroun
Opening devotion and prayer from Ladder to the Light by Steven Charleston regarding
community and renewed faith.

Welcome to new members: We greatly appreciate Carolyn Buck-Gengler and Dave Hooley
joining our group!

Agenda
1) Review our current recommendations, especially regarding mask requirements inside,

to get in line with BoCo and CDC guidelines.
a) link to Boulder County Covid information page: Indoor Mask Order - Boulder

County
b) Note: Public Health Order 2021-08 requires that all individuals age two and older

wear a mask inside when Boulder County is in periods of substantial or high
transmission as defined by the CDC’s transmission tracker and displayed on
Boulder County Public Health’s status page. Once Boulder County drops into
moderate or low transmission for 21 consecutive days, the Order will
automatically release the mask requirement in Boulder County, and masks will
only be recommended. If cases in Boulder County increase to high or substantial
transmission for five consecutive days, the mask requirement will go into effect
until transmission once again drops to moderate or low levels.

c) PAG recommends that BLC adopt these Boulder County guidelines regarding
wearing of masks indoors with the exception of worship services and other
activities which include singing.

d) In the case of worship services and other activities which include singing, due to
the increased risk of transmission associated with singing, PAG recommends
retaining mask wearing during indoor worship services and other activities which
include singing for the time being. This can be revisited in conjunction with future
decisions regarding airflow in the sanctuary and other rooms.

e) Wearing a mask is most important if you have a weakened immune system or if,
because of your age or an underlying medical condition, you are at increased risk
for severe disease, or if someone in your household has a weakened immune
system, is at increased risk for severe disease, or is unvaccinated. If this applies
to you or your household, PAG recommends that you wear a mask regardless of
the level of transmission in our area.

f) PAG would like council and the congregation to be aware that BoCo public health
inspectors are checking up on places of worship and issuing citations for not
wearing a mask indoors: first citation is a warning; second citation is a $5000
fine; and third infraction will result in closure of the facility.

g) We need to generate a new guidelines document and archive any old
documents.
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h) PAG recommends consideration of the Vaccine Verification Program once all are
eligible for vaccination.

i) PAG recommends that groups using the Fellowship Hall (FH) only schedule after
1:00 p.m. in order to protect our preschool students.

j) PAG recommends that the number of people allowed in FH be increased from 20
to 30.

k) Discuss with the Monday group to start at 1:00 p.m.

2) Make a recommendation to the council on how to proceed regarding airflow and inside
worship/classes.

a) CDC recommends a layered approach to reduce exposures to SARS-CoV-2, the
virus that causes COVID-19. This approach includes using multiple mitigation
strategies, including improvements to building ventilation, to reduce the spread of
disease and lower the risk of exposure. In addition to ventilation improvements,
the layered approach includes physical distancing, wearing face masks, hand
hygiene, and vaccination.

b) Research on airflow and risk of Covid19 transmission have shown that key
factors are: time of exposure; amount of air turn-over per period of time; amount
of outside air introduced or availability of disinfecting by system ionizers or
stand-alone air disinfection machines; the pattern of airflow in a room space; the
size and configuration of a room space; the number of people in the room space;
and the level of exhalation of the group (talking softly, projecting as in leading,
singing or playing of instruments).

c) The recommended turnover rate for a space where singing and projection talking
will take place is three times per hour with outside air (from the Stockman paper).
Matt has done calculations on the sanctuary that says the air is turned over three
times per hour with 10% outside air and 90% recirculated air. So, while the rate
of turnover is good, the problem is that only 10% is “new” air and the rest is just
recirculating the air from the congregation.

d) One way to address this problem is to install in-system ionization units that work
with our MERV filters that will increase the disinfection of the air being
recirculated. Some cost estimations have been provided to council for the units
for the fellowship hall and classrooms off the fellowship hall (preschool and
Sunday school) and Matt received some additional information for the sanctuary
units. Estimated cost for FH + classrooms = $4200 plus another $2400 for
sanctuary so total of ~$6600.

e) We do not have data for the other classrooms and the administrative wing. A
possibility to improve their airflow is to use portable HEPA filters units in the
Youth, choir/quilting rooms, and possibly the administrative area but these are
costly and very noisey.

f) The PAG recommends that council get updated quotes and purchase ionization
units for the sanctuary as soon as possible. In addition, we recommend that the
council consider putting into the 2022 budget ionization units for the FH,
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classrooms, and the Youth, Quilter/choir rooms. We also recommend that the
council considers a portable HEPA unit for the main church office. We also
recommend discussing with LOC their options regarding an ionization unit or
portable HEPA units.

3) The Worship/Music team is planning to move both services inside on November 7; there
is question about the necessity of sanitizing between services. (Also planning three
Christmas services)

a) BLC has already purchased a sanitizing misting device that could be used
between services with an hour time-frame needed after misting.

b) PAG recommends that council support Property and Worship ministries to look
into a joint effort to organize teams of members for making sure this is done
between consecutive services.

c) PAG recommends that BLC worship leaders coordinate with the leadership of
LOC regarding any planned consecutive services or services taking place within
24 hours of each other.

4) Make recommendations regarding small group meetings with eating/drinking inside.
a) PAG recognizes the importance of members continuing to meet in-person as the

weather turns colder and wants to support a safe way to do this.
b) PAG recognizes that groups meeting inside want to be able to drink and possibly

eat during their meetings to enhance the pleasure and fellowship of the groups.
c) PAG recommends that groups be allowed to drink and eat inside by following the

instructions that are given by airlines: “pull your mask down, take a drink or bite,
and then immediately pull your mask back in place.” This compromise, much like
using the communion kits during worship, should allow groups to remain
responsible and enjoy food and drink.

5) Review recommendations for travelers returning from trips, especially international trips.
a) Earlier, the PAG recommended that travelers refrain from attending BLC worship

and events for a week to ten days after traveling to high risk areas. This was
before widespread testing was available and was an effort to minimize risk of
transmission from travelers who picked up Covid19 during their travels but may
not be symptomatic immediately upon return.

b) The CDC guidelines for travelers assume the travelers have been vaccinated
and recommends international travelers get a Covid19 test 3-5 days after their
return.

c) With the spread of the Delta variant and other possible variants which have
increased infection rates, PAG recommends requesting all travelers who have
attended a high risk event or been in a high risk area, especially international
travelers, wait at least (5) days from the day of return to participate in BLC
worship and events or to have a negative test result at least 3 days after return.

Next meeting: November 15 at 7:00 p.m. by Zoom.
Closing prayer: Pr. Katie
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